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aBStRact

Chromium and vanadium are stable in multiple valence states in natural systems, and their distribu-
tion between garnet and silicate melt is not well understood. Here, the partitioning and valence state 
of V and Cr in experimental garnet/melt pairs have been studied at 1.8–3.0 GPa, with variable oxygen 
fugacity between IW-1.66 and the Ru-RuO2 (IW+9.36) buffer. In addition, the valence state of V and 
Cr has been measured in several high-pressure (majoritic garnet up to 20 GPa) experimental garnets, 
some natural megacrystic garnets from the western United States, and a suite of mantle garnets from 
South Africa. The results show that Cr remains in trivalent in garnet across a wide range of oxygen 
fugacities. Vanadium, on the other hand, exhibits variable valence state from 2.5 to 3.7 in the garnets 
and from 3.0 to 4.0 in the glasses. The valence state of V is always greater in the glass than in the garnet. 
Moreover, the garnet/melt partition coefficient, D(V), is highest when V is trivalent, at the most reduced 
conditions investigated (IW-1.66 to FMQ). The V2.5+ measured in high P-T experimental garnets is 
consistent with the reduced nature of those metal-bearing systems. The low V valence state measured 
in natural megacrystic garnets is consistent with fO2 close to the IW buffer, overlapping the range of 
fO2 measured independently by Fe2+/Fe3+ techniques on similar samples. However, the valence state 
of V measured in a suite of mantle garnets from South Africa is constant across a 3 log fO2 unit range 
(FMQ-1.8 to FMQ-4.5), suggesting that the valence state of V is controlled by the crystal chemistry of 
the garnets rather than fO2 variations. The compatibility of V and Cr in garnets and other deep mantle 
silicates indicates that the depletion of these elements in the Earth’s primitive upper mantle could be 
due to partitioning into lower mantle phases as well as into metal.
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intRoDuction

Garnet is one of the most important host minerals for V and 
Cr in the upper mantle, where both have a larger concentration 
than in the bulk silicate Earth (Fig. 1). Furthermore, partition 
coefficients (or D, defined as wt% element in phase 1/wt% ele-
ment in phase 2) D(V) and D(Cr) garnet/melt can be as high as 
six (Trønnes et al. 1992; Canil and Wei 1992), making garnet an 
important control on trace element partitioning during fraction-
ation in the mantle or a magma ocean. Even though garnet is a 
known host phase for both V and Cr, almost nothing is known 
about the valence state of these multi-valent elements (V exhibits 
2+, 3+, or 4+, whereas Cr exhibits 2+ or 3+) in garnet (Gunsser et 
al. 1994; Sitepu et al. 2005). Because V and Cr can have variable 
valence state (e.g., Schreiber et al. 1987; Berry et al. 2006), it is 
not clear if the compatibility of V and Cr in garnet is sustained 
across all natural oxygen fugacities (which varies over 10 log 
fO2 units; Righter et al. 2006a), or whether they are compatible 
in a narrow range that is coincidentally the same as that of the 

terrestrial and other planetary mantles.
We have undertaken a study of the valence state of V and Cr 

in garnet-silicate melt pairs. We carried out a series of experi-
ments on garnet/melt equilibria under a range of fO2 conditions, 
from the high-fO2 Ru-RuO2 buffer to below the Fe-FeO buffer, 
as well as intermediate values using graphite-CO2-CO equilib-
ria and the Mo-MoO3 buffer. It is expected that there may be a 
transition from 3+ to 2+ in both V and Cr at lower fO2 values. 
Determining whether D(V) and D(Cr) increase or decrease amid 
such a transition is a primary goal. The experimental run prod-
ucts were analyzed using electron microprobe analysis (EMPA), 
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and micro-X-ray absorption near-edge 
spectroscopy (XANES). Results are applied to our understand-
ing of V and Cr depletions in mantles, planetary differentiation, 
and mantle melting.

exPeRimentaL methoDS
Most of the experiments in this study involved equilibration of garnet and 

silicate melt, but there were also a few garnet synthesis experiments.
Low-pressure experiments were conducted at 1.8 and 3.0 GPa and 1275 °C, 

for durations of 24 to 48 h and power quenched, in 13 and 10 mm piston-cylinder * E-mail: kevin.righter-1@nasa.gov


